St. Tammany Parish Revenue Review Committee
Meeting Notes
Thursday, March 11, 2021
12:00 p.m. – 1:30 p.m.
Via Zoom
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Opening presentation from Tony Sanders, DA Montgomery’s office – see PowerPoint slide deck
Complete cost breakdown and summary is on Slide 13
The parish, District Attorney, and Sheriff all need to be on the same page in terms of the exact amount
needed for each entity; otherwise, we might shortchange ourselves and end up having to return to this
process again to negotiate who owes whom what amount. The Sheriff, DA, and parish president must
be able to stand together before the public and understand what amount we are seeking based on
need.
If two or three million more are needed for the DA’s office in order to relieve the parish of a burden of
that size, we should increase what we are seeking by that amount.
Will the DA stand with the Sheriff and Parish President when we move forward to adopt a new tax?
1. Yes, the DA will be supportive, and it is appreciated that President Cooper has involved the DA
in this decision-making process, because before each of the three previous tax renewal failures,
the DA’s input was never solicited.
In addition to the DA, Sheriff, and Parish President, there should be a collaborative effort to support
the initiative between all elected officials parish-wide—parish council, coroner, etc.—in order to get
additional funding passed.
“The definition of insanity is doing the same thing over and over again and expecting different results.”
We take our time in coming up with an agreement that can both satisfy the parish’s funding needs
long-term and get passed when put to a vote.
The messaging during the previous three attempts/failures was too complicated. The current drainage
renewal initiative has bold simplicity in its messaging regarding drainage. We can use that same type of
messaging to emphasize the need for our DA, jail, judges, Sheriff, etc. We have a fresh opportunity to
get public support.
Additional funding is needed to keep the parish functioning; staff are already cleaning their own
offices, etc., and there are no more additional cuts possible. However, property taxes and parcel fees
are hard to sell to the public. Another option, reallocating/rededicating existing revenue, is also not a
good idea; it is effectively robbing Peter to pay Paul, leaving no money for emergencies or unforeseen
expenses.
A small sales tax is the best solution. As a counter to the argument that sales taxes are regressive,
simply put, people who have more money will buy more stuff. Sales taxes also have a built-in growth
factor, because as the population grows, sales revenue will grow proportionately.
Top 3 takeaways after today’s meeting:
1. Clearly, we are going to have to adjust our number for the amount needed to sustain parish
operations based on information learned today.
2. The next conversation will be to nail down how we get to tat number.
3. Questions in the chat will be addressed in the next meeting on the 18th.
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The reason we have a March 31 deadline to present recommendations is because the process for
getting items on the November ballot will begin immediately after March 31. Next steps in the timeline
include calling an election, getting bond commission approval, etc.
Final Review Before Submission
Wednesday, March 31, 2021
12:00 – 1:30 p.m.
Via Zoom
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/88600405869
Dial In: 301-715-8592
Meeting ID: 886 0040 5869
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